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Adding a color Just as you can add a color in a fill box (discussed in Chapter 10) to bring color into an
image, you can add color to a layer. Select any of the following from the Color box: * **Select
color:** Click this button to choose a color by clicking on a new color square. Click the wheel to
choose a color from the Colors panel. * **Image:** Open an existing image that contains colors. You
can also click the
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Contents show] Basic Features Edit As with the professional version, PS Elements also contains most
of the tools commonly used by photographers, graphic designers, web designers and other users.
Below is a list of the basic features and tools: Basic photo editing (Photo Editing) Edit Basic effects
editing (Filters) Edit Basic colour correction Edit Basic retouching (Layers and Adjustments) Edit Basic
text processing Edit Basic image resizing (Trimming and Cropping) Edit Basic print-previewing Edit
Basic colour grading Edit Basic image printing (Print) Edit Basic image file format conversion
(Conversion) Edit Basic image file archiving (Archiving) Edit Basic image sharing (Downloading) Edit
Basic image sharing (Sharing) Edit Basic image hosting (Uploading) Edit Basic image emailing (E-
mail) Edit Basic image file management (Organising) Edit Basic image image proxy FTP upload (FTP)
Edit Basic image file proxy HTTP upload (HTTP) Edit Basic image file management (Organising) Edit
Edit Adjustments Edit Basic adjustments Edit Basic image adjustments Edit Basic image adjustments
Edit Basic image adjustments Edit Basic image adjustments Edit Basic image adjustments Edit Basic
image adjustments Edit Basic image adjustments Edit Basic image adjustments Edit Basic image
adjustments Edit Basic image adjustments Edit Basic image adjustments Edit Basic image
adjustments Edit Basic image adjustments Edit Basic image adjustments Edit Basic image
adjustments Edit Basic image adjustments Edit Basic image adjustments Edit Basic image
adjustments Edit Basic image adjustments Edit Basic image adjustments Edit Basic image
adjustments Edit Basic image adjustments Edit Basic image adjustments Edit Basic image
adjustments Edit Basic image adjustments Edit Basic image adjustments Edit Basic image
adjustments Edit Basic image adjustments Edit Basic image adjustments Edit Basic image
adjustments Edit Basic image adjustments Edit Basic image adjustments Edit Basic image
adjustments Edit Basic image adjustments Edit Basic image adjustments Edit Basic image
adjustments Edit Basic image adjustments Edit Basic image adjustments Edit Basic image
adjustments Edit Basic image adjustments Edit Basic image adjustments Edit Basic image
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Napping brothers, who lost dad in Bahamas, fly across country to see dad's funeral EUROPEAN CITY
-- Sixto and Julio Caceres are six years old, but still wear their trademark bow ties, sit side by side at
the dinner table and sometimes even have matching smiles. The two big brothers talk in fluent
English and Spanish with their parents, and often, their siblings. They show a high interest in the
news and sports. But Julio doesn't talk about what happened to their father. The boys live in Oahu,
Hawaii with their mom, three sisters and grandmother. Their dad, Cesar Caceres, drowned two years
ago in the Bahamas, where he was vacationing with his wife and kids. The family has had a hand in
opening the doors for more immigrants to the U.S., and there are fears Caceres' death may be a
warning sign for others like him who travel with families, not single adults. Sixto and Julio do not
remember much of their father. They were 6 and 3 years old, respectively, at the time of his death.
Their mother has been pushing them to share about it, slowly. "Every time we see each other, they
are going to ask, 'Did Dad tell you what he went through in the Bahamas?' And I have to tell them,
'He's not here right now,' " recalls Celia Caceres, who was pregnant with Sixto at the time of her
husband's death. "It's been tough, but I'm pretty comfortable saying it was for the best." Cilia
Caceres, a nurse, and a cousin of the sisters went to the Bahamas with their son and the uncle, Jairo
Caceres. The group had just left his wife and two children in Hawaii, where Jairo Caceres' wife,
Marcela, was living with the Caceres girls in the same house. The uncle brought the boys to the
Bahamas with him and they lived with him at a lodge. But the uncle's wife and daughter stayed
home to handle the girls while the men vacationed. No one told the kids what happened to their
father until they returned home to Hawaii on Feb. 18, the Caceres' 54th wedding anniversary. "It was
like a ghost came in our bedroom, and he said, 'Your dad is sleeping over in the bed next to mine.'

What's New In?

The default brush in Photoshop, the Pencil, can be used to draw or paint on a canvas. You can also
use the Pencil tool to draw abstract shapes, play with different color combinations, and create works
of art. There are also a variety of different shapes and options available. The Hand tool allows you to
draw, erase, or manipulate shapes on a canvas. You can use the Hand tool to make eraser-like
strokes, add shapes or draw letters. Once you get the hang of it, you can use the Hand tool to create
anything you want. The Paths tool allows you to create paths for outlines, such as a border around
an image, a box, a box with a border, or a circle. You can also use the Paths tool to create compound
paths, like lines, which is great for creating custom shapes and text. The Feather tool allows you to
selectively erase or remove parts of an image. Select a section of an image with the Feather tool,
then drag a box around it to select the area that you want to erase. This is useful for creating art
pieces, erasing unwanted objects, or removing noise from an image. The Blur tool allows you to
soften an image or increase the amount of blur in an image. You can blur an image to create a subtle
effect, soften the overall look of an image, or increase the effect of a photo. The Fade tool allows you
to introduce a gradual change from one image to another, which creates a transparent effect. You
can use the fade tool to add a subtle gradient to an image, or you can apply a preset gradient. The
Smudge tool allows you to erase or bloat images. This tool gives you a lot of freedom to change an
image with no visible edges or seams. You can use the smudge tool to create smudges, like eye
smudges and smears, and use it to cut out unwanted objects, too. The Healing Brush is a tool that
allows you to remove the blemishes in an image. The Healing Brush takes an idea for removing
objects from your mind and converts it into a visual process. It's really great for removing little
pieces of the image that shouldn't be there. This is the tool that allows you to capture a set of pixels
in an image and replace the pixels with ones from a nearby area. The Pen tool is a great way to
draw, edit, and redraw on a canvas. You can use the Pen tool to
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System Requirements For Photoshop EXpress:

Minimum Specifications: OS: Windows XP Service Pack 3, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8
Processor: Pentium III 800 MHz or better Memory: 256 MB (512 MB recommended for video
recording) Graphics: Voodoo 3 or higher Hard Drive: 300 MB Sound: PCI audio card Input: Standard
game controllers (controllers supported by your operating system) Recommended Specifications:
Processor: Pentium III 1
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